Abstract

In recent years, deep reinforcement learning has been used to solve high-dimensional challenging tasks, such as Atari games [Mnih et al. 2015] and robotic manipulation [Levine et al. 2016]. These methods can learn features that are better than hand-crafted features that require more domain knowledge. For example, the Deep Q-Network (DQN) [Mnih et al. 2015], one of the most famous DRL methods, has achieved super human performance on the Arcade Learning Environment (ALE) [Bellemare et al. 2013], a benchmark for Atari 2600 arcade games.

Although the DRL algorithms can usually learn how to take the best action based on the state of the environment, but it can only learn a single environment at a time, despite the existence of similarities between those environments. For example, the tennis-like game of pong and the squash-like game of breakout are both similar in that each game consists of trying to hit a moving ball with a rectangular paddle, but an agent that is good at pong can not handle breakout well. Another issue of DRL is that training DRL agents can be very time-consuming, many researcher studies on the methods that can speed up training time [Mnih et al. 2016; van Hasselt et al. 2015].

Some research speed up learning on new tasks by perform cross environment transfer [Rusu et al. 2016; Parisotto et al. 2015], but they all need to pre-train an agent on multiple source environments to generalize the knowledge, which is very time consuming. In this work, we are trying to leverage the prior knowledge that learn by a single source environment agent to speed up agent to handle new environment, using only one source environment prior knowledge can minimize the time to train on new environment, and can also solve some issues of reinforcement learning, including unable to handle similar tasks and long training time problems.

We proposed a semi-supervised domain adaption that use the concept of Generative Adversarial Network [Goodfellow et al. 2014]. More specifically, we learn a mapping from target observations to source feature space by fooling a domain discriminator that tries to distinguish the encoded target observation from source examples. We also found it is helpful for transfer knowledge by doing some augmentation when training on source task. While our approach can integrate into any DRL algorithm, we show results of our approach by combining it with DQN [Mnih et al. 2015] algorithm and showing results on Atari 2600 domain.

Our contributions are two-fold. First, we proposed a method that can leverage knowledge from a single source task agent to help speed up training on new target environment. Second, we found that perform augmentation on environment to train a source agent and use it as target task initialization often can help better result. With these proposed method, the overall learning on target task is accelerated compared with baselines that we have considered.

The rest of this paper organized as follows. In Section 2, we surveyed several previous method for reinforcement learning, domain adaption and multi-task agent. Section 3 we detailed the knowledge of Deep Q Network, as it is the most popular reinforcement learning algorithm and is used in our method. Section 4 we describe the two main method used in our approach, including Adversarial objective and Augmentation. Section 5 we do a series of experiments to evaluate our method, and further discuss in detailed. Finally, in Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Reinforcement Learning Reinforcement learning is a method that can learn to map situations to actions, try to maximize the reward. Unlike other machine learning will usually provide correct action (label) used for direct feedback, the reinforcement learner is not told which action is best, but instead need to discover which actions yield the most reward by trying them. Actions taken by agent may affect not only the immediate reward but also the next situation and, through that, all subsequent rewards. Trial-and-error search and delayed reward are the two most important distinguishing features of reinforcement learning.

In recent years, thanks to the significant progress in deep learning, numerous researchers have attempted to use deep learning to solve the reinforcement learning tasks [Mnih et al. 2015; Mnih et al. 2016; van Hasselt et al. 2015; Mnih et al. 2013]. Mnih et al. [2015] first presented Deep Q-Network (DQN) that uses a deep network to approximate the state-action value function, solving the storing space issue in traditional state-action tabular representation (Q-table) [Watkins and Dayan 1992]. Van Hasselt et al. [2015] further extend the DQN by solved an overestimate action values issue suffered for DQN algorithm and leads to much better performance. Mnih et al. [2015] introduced deep reinforcement learning framework that uses asynchronous gradient descent for optimization of deep neural network controllers, that achieve state-of-the-art performance in training time. Fortunato et al. [2017] introduce a method called NoisyNet to replacing the conventional exploration heuristics for A3C, DQN, and yield higher scores for a wide range of Atari games.

Domain Adaptation Deep neural networks are able to learn powerful representations from large quantities of labeled input data, however they usually fail to handle when the input distribution have some changes.
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1 Introduction

Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL), the combination of reinforcement learning methods and deep neural network function approximators, has recently shown considerable success in high dimensional challenging tasks, such as arcade games [Mnih et al. 2015] and robotic manipulation [Levine et al. 2016]. These methods can learn features that often better than hand-crafted features that require more domain knowledge. For example, the Deep Q-Network (DQN) [Mnih et al. 2015], one of the most famous DRL method, has achieved super human performance on the Arcade Learning Environment (ALE) [Bellemare et al. 2013], a benchmark of Atari 2600 arcade games.

Although the DRL algorithms can usually learn how to take the best action based on the state of the environment, but it can only learn a single environment at a time, despite the existence of similarities between those environments. For example, the tennis-like game of pong and the squash-like game of breakout are both similar in that each game consists of trying to hit a moving ball with a rectangular paddle, but an agent that is good at pong can not handle breakout well. Another issue of DRL is that training DRL agents can be very time-consuming, many researcher studies on the methods that can speed up training time [Mnih et al. 2016; van Hasselt et al. 2015].

Some research speed up learning on new tasks by perform cross environment transfer [Rusu et al. 2016; Parisotto et al. 2015], but they all need to pre-train an agent on multiple source environments to generalize the knowledge, which is very time consuming. In this work, we are trying to leverage the prior knowledge that learn by a single source environment agent to speed up agent to handle new environment, using only one source environment prior knowledge can minimize the time to train on new environment, and can also solve some issues of reinforcement learning, including unable to handle similar tasks and long training time problems.

We proposed a semi-supervised domain adaption that use the concept of Generative Adversarial Network [Goodfellow et al. 2014]. More specifically, we learn a mapping from target observations to source feature space by fooling a domain discriminator that tries to distinguish the encoded target observation from source examples.
Numerous studies on domain adaption methods have been proposed over the recent years [Tzeng et al. 2017; Sun and Saenko 2016; Ganin and Lempitsky 2015; Sun et al. 2015; Xiao et al. 2016]. Instead of collecting labelled data and training a new classifier for every possible scenario, unsupervised domain adaption methods are try to compensate for the degradation in performance by transferring knowledge from labelled source domains to unlabelled target domains. Sun et al. [2015] proposed CORAL method that can align the second-order statistics of the source and target distributions with a linear transformation. Sun and Saenko [2016] extends CORAL to incorporated it into deep networks by define a differentiable loss function that can minimize the CORAL loss, it works well for unsupervised domain adaptation and can easily integrate with other deep neural networks. Ganin and Lempitsky [2015] use a domain classifier with a gradient reversal layer that multiplies the gradient by a negative constant, which can ensures that the feature distributions over the two domains are made similar, thus resulting in the domain-invariant features. Tzeng et al. [2017] present a method that use the concept of Generative Adversarial Network [Goodfellow et al. 2014], first pre-train a source encoder CNN with labeled data, then perform adversarial adaptation by learning a target encoder CNN such that a discriminator that sees encoded source and target examples cannot reliably predict their domain label, resulting a target encoder CNN that can produce features that similar to source features.

Multi-task Agent Although DRL can suppress human-expert level across many Atari games, but each agent can only play a single game. To solve this issue, some researchers attempt to train a single agent to handle multiple tasks by integrate model compression technique to deep reinforcement learning. Parisotto et al. [2015] first present "Actor-Mimic", exploits the use of deep reinforcement learning and model compression techniques to train a single policy network that learns how to act in a set of distinct tasks by using the guidance of several expert teachers. Yin and Pan [2017] propose a new multi-task policy distillation architecture, concatenates a set of task-specific convolutional layers and shared multi-task fully connected layers, the shared multi-task fully connected layers enables the agent to learn a generalized reasoning about when to issue what action under different circumstances. Sharma and Ravindran [2017] propose a simple yet efficient multi-task learning framework which solves multiple goal-directed tasks in an online or active learning setup without the need for expert supervision, solving the needs of training large task-specific teacher (expert) networks.

3 Background: Deep Q Networks

Estimates for the optimal action values can be learned using Q-learning [Watkins and Dayan 1992], but instead of learning all action values in all states, which may be too large to learn in complex environments, we can learn a parameterized value function \( Q(s, a; \theta) \), where \( \theta \) are the parameters of the network. For updating the network parameters after taking action \( A_t \) in state \( S_t \) and observing the reward \( R_{t+1} \) and next state \( S_{t+1} \) is:

\[
\theta_{t+1} = \theta_t + \alpha(Y_t - Q(S_t, A_t; \theta_t))\nabla_{\theta_t} Q(S_t, A_t; \theta_t)
\]

and \( Y_t \) is defined as:

\[
Y_t = R_{t+1} + \gamma \max_a Q(S_{t+1}, a; \theta_t)
\]

where \( \alpha \) is learning rate and \( \gamma \in [0, 1] \) is a discount factor that trades off the importance of immediate and later rewards.

A most famous deep reinforcement learning algorithm is deep Q network (DQN) that introduced by Mnih et al. [Mnih et al. 2015]. DQN is a multi-layered neural network that for a given state outputs a vector of action values. For an \( n \)-dimensional state space and an action space containing \( m \) actions, the neural network is a function from \( \mathbb{R}^n \) to \( \mathbb{R}^m \).

There have two important components that used in DQN, a target network and replaying memory. The target network is same as online network, and the parameters of target network \( \theta' \) will copy from the online network every \( t \) steps, and kept fixed on all other steps. The target network is used to predict the true Q value when learning \((Y_t)\). For the replaying memory, observed transitions are stored for some time and sampled uniformly from this memory buffer to update the network. Both the target network and the replaying memory improve the training stability and overall performance of the algorithm [Mnih et al. 2015]. And to explore environment more stable and faster, DQN also using \( \epsilon \)-greedy[Sutton and Barto ] agent’s policy, that agent will select random action with certain possibilities.

![Figure 1: Agent is divided into two components, a feature encoder and a Q value predictor, agent is able to select action based on the output Q values.](image)

In this work, we split the agent into two network as shown in Figure 1, a feature encoder \( F \) and a Q value predictor \( V \). Feature encoder extract features based on the input observations, and the Q value predictor use these encoded features to predict the corresponding action Q values.

4 Approach

In this section, we present a transfer learning architecture that can speed up learning progress when facing new target environment. Furthermore, we found a novel data augmentation method that can help single task agent to avoid over-fitting and thus learn more core features.

4.1 Transfer with Adversarial Objective

We present a framework for unsupervised adaption between deep reinforcement learning tasks. Assume a source environment \( Env_s \) and a target environment \( Env_t \), there have some domain shift between \( Env_s \) and \( Env_t \). We have access to the reward and next state after performed an action on \( Env_s \).

The overview is shown in Figure 2, we first pre-trained the source task agent on \( Env_s \), training a feature encoder \( F_s \) and Q value predictor \( V_s \) that can return a vector of Q values for all possible actions by given features of observation, thus can select best action \( a \). And our goal is to learn a target feature encoder \( F_T \) and Q value predictor \( V_T \) that can handle \( Env_T \) as fast as possible.

We integrate generative adversarial network [Goodfellow et al. 2014] concept into transfer progress, as shown in Figure 2 (b), the target feature encoder \( F_T \) plays the role of generator, and a domain
Thus encoded features are drawn from the source or the target domain. We first describe the domain classifier, \( D \) and instead setting \( V \) the distance between the learning of the source and target mappings, we can minimize the adversarial objective, they are optimized to confuse \( D \) and \( V \) counterparts, and at the end of training, the target feature encoder \( F_T \) will learn a domain map to the source domain.

In the adversarial objective approach, the main goal is to regularize the learning of the source and target mappings, we can minimize the distance between \( F_S(S_s) \) and \( F_T(S_t) \) distributions, where \( S_s \) and \( S_t \) is the states of \( Env_S \) and \( Env_T \). If the distribution between \( F_S(S_s) \) and \( F_T(S_t) \) are similar, then we can directly apply source task Q value predictor \( V_s \) to the \( F_t \), skipping the need to learn a \( V_t \) and instead setting \( V_s = V_t \).

We first describe the domain classifier, \( D \), which classifies whether encoded features are drawn from the source or the target domain. Thus \( D \) is optimized according to a standard cross entropy loss, \( L_D(S_s, S_t, F_s, F_t) \) where the labels indicate the origin domain, defined below:

\[
L_D(S_s, S_t, F_s, F_t) = -\log(D(F_s(S_s))) - \log(1 - D(F_t(S_t)))
\]

(3)

And for generator, we train with the standard loss function with inverted labels [Goodfellow et al. 2014], then the loss can be describe as:

\[
L_G(S_s, S_t, D) = -\log(D(F_t(S_t)))
\]

(4)

Then, the source and target mappings are optimized according to an adversarial objective, they are optimized to confuse \( D \) to unable to predict reliable domain label.

4.2 Augmentation

Most deep reinforcement learning algorithm can achieve great performance in single environment, but agent often can not handle a new environment even with the new environment just slightly different. Some examples are shown at Figure 3, a DQN agent that pretrained on Pong would get very worse performance when add some Gaussian noise or invert the color on Pong.

\[
S = \begin{cases} 
1 - S & \text{prop 0.3} \\
S & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(5)

While this method did increase the difficulty of training the agent, but with proper augmentation setting, like Figure 5(a) shows, the difficulty of training with augmentation are almost same as without it.

Figure 5(b) shows three standard DQN agent training progress on “Pong with Gaussian noise”, with different weight initialize, Pong

Rusu et al. [2016] have analyze the Pong to Pong with noise case and found that the high level filter on the clean task is not sufficiently tolerant to the added noise. We believe that this cause by over-fitting when training on source task, the agent sees too many local features that has little contribution for getting good performance on the source environment, and these local feature are so sensitive that will harm performance when input distribution slightly changed. We found that add some augmentation when training on source would help to avoid over-fitting and thus learn more key features of the tasks. we add a data augmentation layer before feed the input data into replay memory, the data augmentation layer will randomly transform the input. For example, Eq. (5) demonstrates a data augmentation layer that will invert the color of environment state (screen) with the probability of 30%, and remain unchanged otherwise.
Figure 4: Transfer progress of Pong variants. Pong variants include noisy, inverted color and scaled transforms. The results are averaged over 3 runs and the shadow represent standard deviation.

Figure 5: (a) The training progress of Pong and Pong with augmentation using Eq. (5) (b) Training progress on a new environment using different pre-trained model as initial. The environment in (b) is Pong with Gaussian noise and $\sigma = 50$. We use constant $\epsilon = 0.1$ for $\epsilon$-greedy policy.

Figure 6: Example frames from different domain. (a) Pong variants including noisy, recoloured and scale transforms; (b) Atari games offer a more challenging setting for transfer.

5 Experiments

In the following experiments, we evaluate our method by demonstrating its effectiveness at transfer learning in the Arcade Learning Environment (ALE). We first consider synthetic versions of Pong, altered to have some visually difference. Next we experiment on more challenging setting that transfer between different Atari games. Figure 6 shows the selected tasks sample frames on different domain. For our experiments, the augmentation method are use 30% inverted input frame color, and we combine our method with Deep Q network (DQN) that introduced in [Mnih et al. 2015], with hyper-parameters set constant $\epsilon = 0.1$ for $\epsilon$-greedy policy and replay memory size of 100,000.

5.1 Pong Variants

The first evaluation domain is a set of synthetic variants of the Atari game of Pong where the visuals have been altered, thus providing a setting where we can be confident that there are transferable aspects of the tasks. The variants of Pong are Noisy (Gaussian noise is added to the inputs), Grid (fixed grid lines are add on input), Invert (input color is inverted), Scale (input is scaled by 75% and with black padding). Example frames are shown in Figure 6 (a).

Figure 4 shows the transfer progress in each variants, Random with data aug. is using the pretrained model of Pong with augmentation defined as Eq.(5), Baseline 1 use random initial and Baseline 2 use pretrained model of Pong. it shows that using pretrained model of Pong with augmentation outperform other baseline on training time, indicate that the knowledge with augmentation is more helpful when facing new similar environment.

Baseline is random initialized DQN and directly train on target task; Naive Baseline is naive transfer approach by initialize the well-trained source task model parameters to target task network, this approach is very common in computer vision domain that use ImageNet [Deng et al. 2009] pre-trained model as new task initial and perform full model fine-tune; Ours w/o Augmentation represent using only the method describe in Sec 4.1 to help learning on new environments; and Ours indicate using both our method when transferring and source environment pre-trained with augmentation as initialization.

Naive Baseline Pong 2.08 1.03 0.96 0.12
Ours w/o Augmentation Pong 2.08 1.79 1.75 1.47
Ours Pong 2.08 2.00 2.00 2.00

Figure 7: Transfer score matrix. The higher score means the better transfer performance. Colours indicate transfer scores (clipped at 2).

For a more clearly look, we measure the transfer performance by measuring area under the learning curve [Hanley and McNeil 1983], and the transfer score is then defined as the area under spec-
ify method divided by the area under Random Baseline, in other words the transfer score is the relative performance of an architecture compared with random initialize baseline (Random Baseline).

We can make some observations from these results. Overall speaking, as shown in Figure 7, we can see that our method get a better transfer scores in all experiments. Interestingly, the Naive Baseline (initialize with Pong pre-trained) got transfer score are not pretty good, indicate there would have negative transfer effect, especially for Pong-invert case, when directly use the Pong pre-trained.

Our method provided an increase in learning speed, both with and without augmentation used are much better than the Naive baseline approach. For our method with augmentation, the learning speed get a significant improved compared to without it, showing that using source task pre-trained with augmentation provide a better initial guess in parameter space, thus can converge more faster.

We further look close at specified experiment cases, for Pong-gauss, the difference between source and target environment is shortest, we can find the prove that even with the Naive Baseline method provide a very good transfer effect, although the transfer scores reached the max (2.0), but using our method still beat it. Our method with augmentation get a significant improved compared to without it, showing that using source task pre-trained with augmentation provide a better initial guess in parameter space, thus can converge more faster.

5.2 Cross Games Transfer

We next investigate the transfer between different Atari games, we select 4 different games from Atari 2600 to perform cross game transfer experiments, including Pong, Breakout, SpaceInvader and DemonAttack. Pong and Breakout are considered as having some similarity because both gameplay consists of trying to hit a moving ball with a rectangular paddle. And SpaceInvader is considered similar to DemonAttack since they both need to shoot some moving enemies. In this experiments, we perform transfer between these selected games.

Since in reinforcement learning scenario, it is normally able to get reward on target environment, unlike standard transfer learning setting [Sun and Saenko 2016; Tzeng et al. 2017; Ganin and Lempitsky 2015] that use unlabelled data to perform unsupervised learning on target domain, we allow getting reward when training on target environment.

The summary results are reported as transfer scores matrix, shown in Figure 8, in this matrix we compare three different approaches, including naive baseline, ours w/o augmentation and ours method.

Although we selected some similar games (Pong and Breakout, SpaceInvader and DemonAttack), the results shows that the transfer performance are not so significant like our experiments in Pong variants described in Sec. 5.1, in some case like Pong to Breakout and Pong to DemonAttack, augmentation still helps the model learn faster than without it, and in other cases, the performance with and without augmentation did not shows a noticeable benefit.

For our method with augmentation, the benefit from augmentation are not so significant like our experiments in Pong variants described in Sec. 5.1, in some case like Pong to Breakout and Pong to DemonAttack, augmentation still helps the model learn faster than without it, and in other cases, the performance with and without augmentation did not shows a noticeable benefit.

6 Conclusion

In this works, we investigate the knowledge transfer for deep reinforcement learning scenario. Unlike previous works [Rusu et al. 2016; Parisotto et al. 2015] that need multiple source task for generalize and transfer to target task, we proposed a method that can accelerate the training progress on new task with a single prior task knowledge, furthermore, we found that using a deadly simple augmentation method can help target task have a better initial guess of model parameters, thus can have some improvement on learning new tasks. And we proved that our approach outperform baselines in both easy and challenge cases by evaluating on popular benchmark Atari 2600 domain.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Training Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breakout</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pong</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Invader</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>1164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>2333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demon Attack</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>1696</td>
<td>1770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>1688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakout</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>37.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pong</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>1164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>1354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Invader</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>393</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The full training progress of cross game transfer of 4 different games. "Random" means directly train on target task; "Naive" means naive transfer by initialize the well-trained source task model parameters to target task network; "Ours" means using method describe in Sec 4 to help learning on new environments. We report the reward by average two runs of experiments. For each experiment, the bold text indicate the highest average reward for that particular column.
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